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Abstract.

In many real-life problems, we are often faced

For another instance, Lin, et al.[12] also used the OBDD-

with manipulating sets of combinations. In this arti-

based techniques for manipulating sets of combinations

cle, we study a special type of OBDDs, called Zero-

in solving general covering problems.

suppressed BDD (ZBDD). This data structure represents
sets of combinations more eciently than using original
OBDDs. We discuss the basic data structures and algorithms for manipulating ZBDDs in contrast with the
original OBDDs. We also present some practical applications of ZBDDs, such as solving combinatorial problems with unate cube set algebra, logic synthesis method,
Petri net processing, etc. We show that ZBDD is a useful
option in the OBDD techniques, suitable for a part of
practical applications.

Those implicit manipulation method is more ecient
than with the conventional data structures, however,
there is still room to improve the eciency because OBDDs were originally designed for representing Boolean
functions, not completely

t to the sets of combinations.

In this article, we study a special type of OBDDs for
manipulating sets of combinations. This data structure,
called Zero-suppressed BDD (ZBDD)[16], represents sets
of combinations more eciently than using original OBDDs. In the following sections, we discuss the basic data
structures and algorithms for manipulating ZBDDs in
contrast with the original OBDDs. We then present some
practical applications of ZBDDs.

1 Introduction

This article is structured as follows: In Section 2,
rst we review the way to represent sets of combinations using original OBDDs. We then describe the data

Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs), which are

structures of ZBDDs, followed by the basic algorithms

reviewed in the overview article[9] of this special section,

for manipulating them. We discuss the di erence in ma-

are powerful means for computer processing of Boolean

nipulation methods of ZBDDs and original OBDDs, and

functions. In many cases, this data structure requires

show the relationship between ZBDDs and OFDDs.

smaller memory space for storing Boolean functions and

In Section 3, we discuss unate cube set algebra, which

calculates values of functions faster than with truth ta-

is useful for manipulating sets of combinations. We show

bles or logic expressions.

that the operations of the algebra are eciently imple-

As our understanding of OBDDs has deepened, their
range of applications has broadened. In VLSI CAD prob-

mented by using ZBDDs. Several applications of unate
cube set manipulation are presented.

lems, we are often faced with manipulating not only

In Section 4, we present the ZBDD-based logic syn-

Boolean functions but also sets of combinations. By map-

thesis method, which is the most successful application

ping the data into Boolean space, a set of combina-

of ZBDDs. This method is based on binate cube set algebra, which is di erent from the unate one. We show
the fast method for generating compact cube set representation for given Boolean functions. Those cube sets
can be factored into multi-level logic networks by using
a fast division algorithms.

tions can be represented in an OBDD. This method enables us to implicitly process a huge number of combinations, which has never been practical before. For
instance, Coudert, et al.[4, 5] presented a fast method
for generating a huge number of prime implicant sets
involved in a Boolean function, which is one of the im-

In Section 5, we survey some other published works

portant results in two-level logic minimization problems.

of ZBDD applications, such as processing of Petri nets,
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functions, the merging rule makes a much more signif-
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icant contribution to storage saving than the deletion
rule. However, here we show that the deletion rule is also

0 1

important in some practical environment. For example,

Fig. 2 illustrates the Boolean functions of (a

f

f

f0

(a) Node deletion.

f0

f1

(b) Node sharing.

Fig. 1. Reduction rules of original OBDDs.
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ferent input domains

F (abc)

and

F (abcd).

^ b) in dif-

They require

the di erent representations in using truth tables, however, those OBDDs become the same form with only two
decision nodes. In other words, OBDDs are independent
of the input domains as long as the logic expressions are
the same. The irrelevant variables are automatically sup-

F (abcd):

abcd
0000
1000
0100
1100
0010
1010
0110
1110
0001
1001
0101
1101
0011
1011
0111
1111

f1

pressed by the node deletion rule. This property is very
important in some practical applications with a large
number of variables.

F(abcd)

2.2 OBDDs for Sets of Combinations

F(abc)

Presently, there have been many works on OBDD ap-

a

plications. As mentioned in previous section, some kind

1

0

0

of applications use OBDDs not for simply representing

b
1

Boolean functions, but for processing sets of combina-

tions (e. g. [4, 5, 12]). Sets of combinations often appear
in solving combinatorial problems. The representation
and manipulation of sets of combination are important
Fig. 2. OBDDs for Boolean functions.
techniques for many applications.
A combination of n items can be represented by an
n-bit binary vector, (x1 x2 : : : xn ), where each bit, xk
Graph optimization problems, and manipulating poly1; 0 , expresses whether or not the item is included in
nomial expressions.
the combination. A set of combinations can be repreFinally, the conclusions of this article are stated in
sented by a list of the combination vectors. In other
Section 6.
words, a set of combinations is a subset of the power
set of n items.
A set of combinations can be mapped into Boolean
2 Zero-Suppressed BDDs
space by using n-input variables for each bit of the combination vector. If we choose any one combination vecIn this section, we describe the basic data structures and
tor, a Boolean function determines whether the combinaalgorithms of Zero-Suppressed BDDs for processing sets
tion is included in the set of combinations. Such Boolean
of combinations, and compare them to ordinary OBDDs
functions are called characteristic functions. The set opas well as OFDDs.
erations such as union, intersection, and di erence can
be performed by logic operations on characteristic func2.1 Reduction Rules of OBDDs
tions.
By using OBDDs for characteristic functions, we can
manipulate
sets of combinations eciently. Due to the
Here we review the reduction rules of original OBDDs,
e
ect
of
node
sharing, OBDDs compactly represent sets
and then show a problem which motivates us to develop
of
huge
number
of combinations. OBDDs can be gena new type of OBDDs. As mentioned in the overview arerated
and
manipulated
within a time roughly proporticle[9], OBDDs are based on the following two reduction
tional
to
the
size
of
graphs,
whereas the previous data
rules:
structures (such as arrays and sequential lists) require a
{ S-deletion rule: Delete all redundant nodes whose two time proportional to the number of combinations.
edges point to the same node. (Fig. 1(a))
Despite the eciency of OBDDs, there is one in{ merging rule: Share all equivalent subgraphs. (Fig. 1(b)) convenience. For example, S (abc) and S (abcd) shown in
We know that the reduction rules make OBDDs comFig. 3 represent the same set of combinations a; b if
pact and canonical for Boolean functions under a xed
we ignore the irrelevant input variables c and d. In this
variable ordering.
case, the OBDDs for S (abc) and S (abcd) are not identiOne may ask which reduction rule has more signifcal. Here we can see that the forms of OBDDs depend
icant e ects to make OBDDs compact? Liaw et al.[11]
on the input domains when representing sets of combiand Wegener[30] show that, for general (or random) Boolean nations. This inconvenience comes from the di erence
0

1

f

2

g

f

g
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Fig. 3. OBDDs for sets of combinations.
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Fig. 5. ZBDDs for sets of combinations.
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in the model of default behavior. For sets of combinations, we assume that irrelevant items never appear in
any combination, so those input variables must be zero
to satisfy the characteristic functions. Unfortunately, the
OBDD node deletion rule is not e ective to such irrelevant variables, and many useless nodes are generated
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Fig. 6. Comparison of ZBDDs and OBDDs.

when we manipulate sparse combinations. This is the
reason why we need another type of OBDDs for manipulating sets of combinations.

Figure 5 shows the ZBDDs for the same sets of combinations shown in Fig. 3. The form of ZBDDs are inde-

2.3 Zero-Suppressed Reduction Rule
For representing sets of combinations eciently, Minato[16]
introduced the following node deletion rule:

{

Delete all nodes whose 1-edge points to the 0-terminal
node, and then connect the edges to the other subgraph directly as shown in Fig. 4.

pendent of the input domain. The ZBDD node deletion
rule automatically suppresses the variables which never
appear in any combination. This feature is important
when we manipulate sparse combinations.
For evaluating the ZBDD node deletion, we conducted
a statistical experiment. We generated one hundred pieces
of 100-bit vectors, each of which randomly selects

k-

bit out of 100-bit. We then compared the sizes of the

This is also called pD-deletion rule[9]. Notice that we do

ZBDDs and original OBDDs for the set of the hundred
random combinations1 . The result in Fig. 6 shows that

not delete the nodes whose two edges point to the same

ZBDDs are much more compact than original ones |

node, which used to be deleted by the original rule. The

especially when

zero-suppressed deletion rule is asymmetric for the two

particularly e ective for representing sets of sparse com-

edges, as we do not delete the nodes whose 0-edge points

binations. The e ect weakens for large

to a 0-terminal node. We call this type of OBDDs Zero-

suppressed BDDs (ZBDDs).

Theorem 1.

are
tion.

If the input domain and variable ordering
xed, a ZBDD uniquely represents a Boolean func-

(Proof): See Appendix.

k

is small. This means that ZBDDs are

k;

however, we

can use complement combination vectors to make

k

less

than 50%. For example, the combination selecting 90-bit
out of 100 is equivalent to selecting the other 10-bit.
Another advantage of ZBDDs is that each path from
the root node to the 1-terminal node, which we call 11 We tried many times with di erent random seeds and show
the average.
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path, corresponds to each combination vector in the set.
In other words, the number of 1-paths in a ZBDD is
exactly equal to the number of combinations in the set.
This beautiful property is broken if we use the original
OBDD reduction rules.
From the above observations, we can conclude that
ZBDDs are more suitable for representing sets of combinations than original OBDDs are. On the other hand,
original OBDDs will be superior to ZBDDs when manipulating ordinary Boolean functions. The di erence is in
the models of default behaviors: \must be zero" in sets
of combinations, or \both the same" in Boolean functions. We may choose one of the two types of OBDDs
according to the nature of applications.

0

change(a)

;
1

1
0

0
0

1

b

1

a
1
1

0
1

g

means an

the set of only the null combination

f00 : : : 0g. (1-terminal node.)

P .top
P .o set(v )

Fig. 8. Algorithm of \Getnode".

P .onset(v )

[Q
\Q
0Q

P .count

v.

selects the subset of the combinations

including v , and then delete
inverts

v

v from each

on each combination. (swaps

P .)

P

and

the intersection set

Q.
of P and Q.

the di erence set. (combinations in

but not in Q.)
the number of combinations in

P .top < Q.top means the root

is higher (farther from the terminal nodes)

than the root of

Q. P0
P.

and

P1

means the two subgraphs

P

quite easily performed. Notice that we do not support
the unary complement operation, which is essential in
OBDDs. Its absence here is reasonable, as we need to
to compute complement set

P.

0 P ) to compute it.

We show here that those ZBDD operations can be
executed recursively, like the ones for original OBDDs.
First, to describe the algorithms simply, we de ne the

procedure Getnode(v; P0 ; P1 ), which generates (or makes
a reference to) a node with the variable

v

subgraphs. This enable us to execute these operations
in a time that is roughly proportional to the size of the
graphs.

P.

forms for sets of combinations, equivalence checking is

We use the di erence operation (U

In these algorithms, we use a cache which stores the
results of recent operations, similarly to the OBDD opercall, we can avoid duplicate executions for equivalent

of those basic operations. Since ZBDDs give canonical

U

P

ations. By referring to the cache before every recursive

Figure 7 shows an example of constructing ZBDDs.

de ne a universal set

node of

of the root node of

onset and o set of
the union set of

The algorithms of the ZBDD operations are shown in
Fig. 9. In the description,

Any set of combinations can be generated by a sequence

P0 ; P1 .

is encapsulated in the Getnode procedure.

selects the subset of the combinations

combination.

P .change(v)

procedure, we use a hash table, called uniq-table, to keep
each node unique. The node deletion and sharing process

the variable at the root of the ZBDD.
each of which does not include

graphs

b 1

the empty set. (0-terminal node.)

\ "

P
P
P

union
1

union

input variables.
\ "

(ab):{00, 10, 01}

0 a

Getnode (v; P0 ; P1 ) f
if (P1 == ;) return P0 ; /* node deletion */
P = search a node with (v; P0 ; P1 ) in uniq-table;
if (P exist) return P ; /* node sharing */
P = generate a node with (v; P0 ; P1 );
append P to the uniq-table;
return P ;

indicate instances of sets of

v

0

1

(ab):{10, 01}

Fig. 7. Construction of ZBDDs for sets of combinations.

binations. Here we show the most of basic operations.

Q

a

a
0 1

difference

1

1

tions, ZBDDs support many operations for sets of comand

0

(ab):{00}

nipulation. As well as original OBDDs for Boolean func-

P

1

(ab):{10}

In this section, we describe the algorithms of ZBDD ma-

In the following,

b

0

change(b)

2.4 Basic Operations of ZBDDs

combinations represented by ZBDDs, and

(ab}:{00, 10}

(ab):{01}

and two sub-

The algorithm is shown in Fig. 8. In this

2.5 Using Attributes in ZBDD Edges
In many OBDD packages, the complement edges are commonly used to reduce the computation time and memory
requirement. Minato[16] presented a similar technique
for ZBDDs, called 0-element edge, but the function of
the attribute is slightly di erent from conventional ones.
This attribute indicates that the pointing subgraph includes the null combination vector \00 : : : 0" in the set
of combinations.
Similarly to the complement edges, we have to place
a couple of constraints in using 0-element edges to keep
the uniqueness of the graphs:

{

Use the 0-terminal only.
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P .o set(v) f
if (P .top = v) return P0 ;
if (P .top > v) return P ;
R cache[P .o set(v)]; if(R exists) return R;
R Getnode(P .top, P0 .o set(v ), P1 .o set(v));
cache[P .o set(v )] R;
return R;

x
0

1

x
1

0

g

procedure(P \ Q) f
if (P = ; or Q = ;) return ;;
if (P = Q) return P ;
R cache[P \ Q]; if(R exists) return R;
if (P .top < Q.top) R P0 \ Q;
if (P .top > Q.top) R P \ Q0 ;
if (P .top = Q.top) R Getnode(P .top, P0 \ Q0 , P1 \ Q1 );
cache[P \ Q] R;
return R;

g

procedure(P 0 Q) f
if (P = ; or P = Q) return ;;
if (Q = ;) return P ;
R cache[P 0 Q]; if(R exists) return R;
if (P .top < Q.top) R Getnode(P .top, P0 0 Q, P1 );
if (P .top > Q.top) R P 0 Q0 ;
if (P .top = Q.top) R Getnode(P .top, P0 0 Q0 , P1 0 Q1 );
cache[P 0 Q] R;
return R;
g

P .count f
if (P = ;) return 0;
if (P = 1) return 1;
sum cache[P .count]; if(sum exists) return sum;
sum P0 .count + P1 .count;
cache[P .count] sum;
return sum;

g

Fig. 9. Algorithm of the basic operations.

0

1

{00**, 0*00}

ab+acd

F = a b+a c d
S = f00**;0*00g

a

0 b

0

1

cdnab 00 01 11 10
00 1 1 0 0
01 1 0 0 0
11 1 0 0 0
10 1 0 0 0

g

procedure(P [ Q) f
if (P = ;) return Q;
if (Q = ; or P = Q) return P ;
R cache[P [ Q]; if(R exists) return R;
if (P .top < Q.top) R Getnode(P .top, P0 [ Q, P1 );
if (P .top > Q.top) R Getnode(Q.top, P [ Q0 , Q1 );
if (P .top = Q:top) R Getnode(P .top, P0 [ Q0 , P1 [ Q1 );
cache[P [ Q] R;
return R;

x
1

0

Fig. 10. Rules in using 0-element edges.

P .onset(v) f
if (P .top = v) return P1 ;
if (P .top > v) return ;;
R cache[P .onset(v)]; if(R exists) return R;
R Getnode(P .top, P0 .onset(v ), P1 .onset(v));
cache[P .onset(v )] R;
return R;

g

x
1

0

g

P .change(v) f
if (P .top = v) return Getnode(v; P1 ; P0 );
if (P .top > v) return Getnode(v; ;; P );
R cache[P .change(v)]; if(R exists) return R;
R Getnode(P .top, P0 .change(v), P1 .change(v));
cache[P .change(v)] R;
return R;

5

1
1

c

c

b
0

0

0 1

1 d 0

d
0 1

1

1

0
OBDD

1

ZBDD

Fig. 11. Comparison of OBDD and ZBDD.

{

Do not use 0-element edges at the 0-edge on each
node.

If necessary, 0-element edges can be carried over as shown
in Fig. 10. The constraint rules can also be encapsulated
in the Getnode procedure.
0-element edges accelerate operations on ZBDDs. For

example, the result of (P
whether or not

P

[ f00 : : : 0g) depends only on

includes the null combination. In such

a case, we can get the result in a constant time when
using 0-element edges; otherwise we have to repeat the
expansion until

P

becomes a terminal node.

2.6 Comparison of OBDD and ZBDD Construction
Someone may easily consider that we can improve the
performance of an OBDD application program just by
replacing OBDDs by ZBDDs when the target OBDDs
are reduced by using ZBDDs. However, if we construct
ZBDDs in the same way as original OBDDs, we sometimes fail to have the bene t of ZBDDs. For example,
suppose an OBDD and a ZBDD for the same Boolean
function (or set of combinations) shown in Fig. 11. This
function is expressed as (a

b + a c d), and its OBDD can

be constructed in the way as Fig. 12. Since OBDDs and
ZBDDs have one-to-one mapping, a ZBDD can be constructed in the same way as OBDDs, as shown in Fig. 13.
In this example, we can see that the intermediate results
of ZBDDs are not eciently represented although the

-

nal ZBDD is more compact than the original one. For
taking the full of bene t of ZBDDs, we had better use
another sequence of operations as shown in Fig. 14. This
example shows that the ecient operation sequences are
di erent in using ordinary OBDDs and ZBDDs.
In general, ZBDDs are more ecient than original
OBDDs when manipulating the sets of \sparse combinations" (it is di erent from \sparse sets" of combinations.)
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change(b)
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1

0
union

0

d
1

0

0

and

rst paper of OFDD used the same deletion

rule as OBDDs, but later[8] it is understood that Zerot to OFDDs. For

by the Zero-suppressed rule.
OFDD has another property that each 1-path (the
path from the root node to a 1-terminal node) is corre-

{00**, 0*00}

c

1
1

b

f(x=0) ,

expression, called (positive polarity) Reed-Muller expres-

{0100}
0

8 f(x=1) ).

ordinary reduction rules, and more reduced to Fig. 15(c)
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1
1

1

sponding to a product term in the AND-EXOR two-level

1

0
change(d)

0

0

1
1

d

{000*}
d
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1
1

example, the binary tree is reduced to Fig. 15(b) by the

{001*}

1

c

suppressed (pD-deletion) rule is more

Fig. 13. ZBDD construction in the same way as OBDD.
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in Fig. 15(a). Each node of this binary tree represents
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a
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0
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0

a

1

(b) Ordinary (c) Zero-sup.
reduction. reduction.
Fig. 15. OFDDs for (ab 8 ac 8 c).

1
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c

Fig. 12. Ordinary OBDD construction.
{**0*}

0

(a) Non-reduced
OFDD tree.

1 d 0

1

0

0

1

1 d 0

1

b

0

0

a

1

ab+acd
a

1

1

0

b+cd
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0

0
1

cd

d
d

a

1

0
1

1

b
1

c
union

1

0
d

1
1

0

1
1

sion. For example, the OFDD shown in Fig. 15 has three
1-paths: (abc): 110; 101; 001 . They corresponds to the
product terms in the Reed-Muller expression: (ab ac
c). In other words, the OFDDs can also be regarded as
the ZBDDs representing sets of product terms in the
Reed-Muller expressions. This observation explains why
the complement edge used in OFDDs[1] follows the same
rule as the 0-element edge used in ZBDDs.

f

g

8 8

Fig. 14. Good ZBDD construction.

3 Unate Cube Set Algebra Based on ZBDDs
Anyway, the improvement of ZBDDs from OBDDs is at
most

n

times (n: number of input variables) in terms

of time and space. For some practical applications it is

In this section, we discuss unate cube set algebra[17]

remarkably e ective, but would be negligible in dealing

based on ZBDD manipulation. A cube set consists of a

with small

number of cubes, each of which is a combination of liter-

n

for exponentially large OBDDs.

als. Unate cube sets allow us to use only positive literals,

2.7 Relationship between ZBDDs and OFDDs

not the negative ones. We sometimes use cube sets to

As described in the overview article[9], there is another

cube sets containing both positive and negative literals.

type of OBDD based on AND-EXOR logic operations.

represent Boolean functions, but they are usually binate
Those binate cube sets are discussed in Section 4.

OFDDs (Ordered Functional Decision Diagrams), presented by Kebschull et al.[10], are based on the following
expansion:

3.1 Basic Operations

f

=

f(x=0) 8 x 1 (f(x=0) 8 f(x=1) ):

This expansion is called (positive) Davio's expansion. An

Unate cube set expressions consist of trivial sets and

OFDD is derived by reducing a binary tree graph, shown

algebraic operators as follows.
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0

(empty set),

1

(unit set),

\

(intersection),

var

(single literal set),

+

3.

(di erence),

In Section 2, we de ned three operations | P .o set(v ),
P .onset(v ), and P .change(v) | as the basic methods of

(product),

%

(remainder of division).

(quotient of division),

manipulating ZBDDs. Now the three operations can be
regarded as the special cases of the division operation in

The unit set \1" includes only a \null" cube which consists of no literal. A single literal set

var

includes only

a cube which consists of one literal. In the rest of this
section, a lowercase letter denotes a literal, and an uppercase letter denotes a cube set expression. We sometimes

3

omit \ " for the simplicity.
Here are examples of calculating unate cube sets by
those operations.

fab; b; cg \ fab; 1g = fabg
fab; b; cg + fab; 1g = fab; b; c; 1g
fab; b; cg 0 fab; 1g = fb; cg
fab; b; cg 3 fab; 1g = (ab 3 ab) + (ab 3 1) + (b 3 ab)
+ (b 3 1) + (c 3 ab) + (c 3 1)
= fab; abc; b; cg
The product operation \3" generates all possible con-

catenations of two cubes in respective cube sets.

The following equations are observed in the unate
cube set calculation:

P + P = P; P 3 1 = P;
a 3 a = a (P 3 P 6= P in general);
P 3 Q = Q 3 P;
(P 3 Q) 3 R = P 3 (Q 3 R);
P 3 (Q + R) = (P 3 Q) + (P 3 R);
P 0 Q = Q 0 P if and only if P = Q:
Q acts to seek out the two cube sets P=Q
(quotient) and P %Q (remainder) under the equality:
Dividing

P

by

P

=

Q 3 (P=Q) + (P %Q):

following rules to

x the solution with reference to the

weak-division method[2].

Q

includes only one cube, (P=Q) is obtained

by extracting a subset of

P,

which consists of the

cubes including all the literals in
eliminating

Q's literals.

Q's cube,

and then

For example,

Q

consists of multiple cubes, (P=Q) is the in-

tersection of all the quotients dividing
tive cubes in

Q.

is also be

3.2 Algorithms
We show here that the basic operations of unate cube
set algebra can be eciently calculated using ZBDDs.
The empty set \0" corresponds to the 0-terminal, and
the unit set \1" is the 1-terminal node. A single literal
set

xk

corresponds to the single-node graph pointing di-

rectly to the 0- and 1-terminal node. The intersection,
union, and di erence operations are the same as the basic ZBDD operations shown in Section 2. The other three
operations | product, quotient, and remainder | are
not included in the basic ones. If we calculate those operations by processing each cube one by one, the computation time will depend on the length of expressions.
Such a procedure is impractical when we deal with very
large numbers of cubes. Minato[17] presented the fast
algorithms for computing them.
The algorithms are based on the divide-and-conquer
method. We

rst explain the multiplication algorithm.

When

v

and

are then factored into the two parts:

Q

is the highest one between

P

=

v 3 P1 + P0 ;

P .top

and

Q.top, P

Q = v 3 Q1 + Q0 :

3 Q) can be expanded as:
(P 3 Q) = v 3 (P1 3 Q1 + P1 3 Q0 + P0 3 Q1 ) + P0 3 Q0 :

The product (P

Each sub-product term can be computed recursively.
ial ones and the results are obtained. By referring to
the cache storing recent results of the operations, we
can avoid duplicate executions for equivalent subgraphs.
Consequently, the execution time depends on the size of
ZBDDs rather than on the number of cubes and literals2 .
This algorithm is described in detail in Fig. 16.
Division is computed in the same recursive manner.

v = Q.top (here we do not use P .top), and that
P0 ; P1 ; Q0 ; andQ1 are the subsets of cubes factored by v .
(Notice that Q1 6= 0, since v is chosen from Q.) Then
the quotient (P=Q) can be described as
Suppose

fabc; bc; acg=fbcg = fa; 1g:
2. When

P .o set(v) can be described
P .onset(v ) becomes (P=v ). P .change(v)
written as (P %v ) 3 v + (P=v ).

the unate cube set algebra.

as (P %v ), and

The expressions are eventually broken down into triv-

In general this solution is not unique. Here we apply the

1. When

\ (fabd; abe; abg; cd; ce; chg=fcg)
= fd; e; g g \ fd; e; hg
= fd; eg:
(P %Q) can be obtained by calculating P 0 Q 3 (P=Q).

(union),

0
3
/

7

P

by respec-

For example,

fabd; abe; abg; cd; ce; chg=fab; cg
= (fabd; abe; abg; cd; ce; chg=fabg)

(P=Q) = (P1 =Q1 );
(P=Q) = (P1 =Q1 )

\

Q0
(P0 =Q0 );

when

= 0:
otherwise:

2 We have not known the exact complexity of this algorithm,
but empirically, about square of graph size in many cases.
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procedure(P 3 Q)
f
if (P:top > Q:top) return (Q 3 P ) ;
if (Q = 0) return 0 ;
if (Q = 1) return P ;
R cache(\P 3 Q") ; if (R exists) return R ;
v P:top ; /* the highest variable in P */
(P0 ; P1 ) factors of P by v ;
(Q0 ; Q1 ) factors of Q by v ;
R v (P1 3 Q1 + P1 3 Q0 + P0 3 Q1 ) + P0 3 Q0 ;
cache(\P 3 Q") R ;
return R ;

Table 1. Results on N-queens problems.

N
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

g

Fig. 16. Algorithm for multiplication.

procedure(P=Q)
f
if (Q = 1) return P ;
if (P = 0 or P = 1) return 0 ;
if (P = Q) return 1 ;
R cache(\P=Q") ; if (R exists) return R ;
v Q:top ; /* the highest variable in Q */
(P0 ; P1 ) factors of P by v ;
(Q0 ; Q1 ) factors of Q by v ; /* (Q1 6= 0) */
R P1 =Q1 ;
if (R 6= 0) if (Q0 6= 0) R R \ P0 =Q0 ;
cache(\P=Q") R ;
return R ;

sions, and the problem can be solved by constructing
OBDDs. (See the article[20] for ones interested in this
topic.) The 8-Queens problem is one of the instances
where ZBDDs are more ecient than using OBDDs.
As discussed in Section 2.6, the sequence of ZBDD
construction should be di erent from OBDD's one. By
using unate cube set calculation, the construction sequence is described in the following way.

Fig. 17. Algorithm for division.

S1
S2

Each sub-quotient term can be computed recursively.

S3

nd that one of the sub-quotients (P1 =Q1 )

or (P 0 =Q0 ) results in 0, (P=Q) = 0 becomes obvious
and we no longer need to compute it. Using the cache

S4

technique avoids duplicate executions for equivalent subgraphs. This algorithm is described in Fig. 17. The remainder (P %Q) can be determined by calculating

P

3 (P=Q).

P

0

3.3 Application of Unate Cube Set Calculation
In this section, we present several examples using unate
cube set algebra for describing and solving combinatorial
problems.
8-Queens Problem
First we show an application to the 8-Queens problem,
which is a commonly known combinatorial problem. We
de ne 64 input variables to represent the squares on a
chessboard. Each variable denotes whether or not there
is a queen on that square. The problem can be described
with the variables as follows:

{
{
{

ZBDD
Sol. OBDD
nodes nodes (B/Z) (Z/S)
2
29
8 3.6 4.0
10
166
40 4.2 4.0
4
129
24 5.4 6.0
40
1098 186 5.9 4.65
92
2450 373 6.6 4.05
352
9556 1309 7.3 3.72
724 25944 3120 8.3 4.31
2680 94821 10503 9.0 3.92
14200 435169 45833 9.5 3.23
73712 2044393 204781 10.0 2.78
(B/Z): OBDD nodes / ZBDD nodes
(Z/S): ZBDD nodes / Sol.

We can describe this constraints by using logic expres-

g

Whenever we

Lit.
16
25
36
49
64
81
100
121
144
169

x11 + x12 + : : : + x18
x21 (S1 %x11 %x12 ) + x22 (S1 %x11 %x12 %x13 )
+ : : : + x28 (S1 %x17 %x18 )
x31 (S2 %x11 %x13 %x21 %x22 )
+ x32 (S2 %x12 %x14 %x21 %x22 %x23 )
+ : : : + x38 (S2 %x16 %x18 %x27 %x28 )
:::

The ZBDD is constructed in step by step from

S1

to

S8 .

Each step is the following meaning.

S1 : Represents all choices of putting a queen at the

rst

row.

S2 :

Represents all choices of putting a queen at the

second row so as not to violate the

S3 :

rst queen.

Represents all choices of putting a queen at the

third row so as not to violate the

rst and second

queens.

:::
S8 : Represents

all choices of putting the eighth queen

so as not to violate the other queens.

S8 contains all possible solution of the
8-Queens problem.
The ZBDD for

Okuno[25] reported experimental results for N -Queens

problems to compare the eciencies of ZBDDs and conventional OBDDs. In Table 1, the column \Sol." shows

In a particular column, only one variable is \1."

the number of solutions. \OBDD nodes" and \ZBDD

In a particular row, only one variable is \1."

nodes" show the size of OBDDs using Boolean algebra

On a particular diagonal line, one or no variable is

and ZBDDs using unate cube set algebra, respectively.

\1."

We can see that ZBDDs are about

N

times fewer than
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OBDDs. The result of ZBDD represents all the solutions

x0(s-a-0)
x1(s-a-1)

at once within a storage space roughly proportional to
the number of solutions.
The

N -Queens

net x

net z

Y net y

Z

X

net x

problem is one of the instances of

CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problems). To solve such
problems eciently, Okuno, et al.[26] de ned the special
operations for ZBDDs, called restriction, exclusion, and
permission. Those operations are implemented with the
basic operations of ZBDDs and executed eciently using the cache technique. They improved the perfomance
of solving N -Queens problem up to 4.5 times faster than
using only the basic operations. They also reported that
4 4 Magic Square problem can be solved within 83,852
nodes of ZBDDs, which is 6 times smaller than using the
basic operations.
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X

X’

(a) At the net.

(b) At the gate.

Fig. 18. Propagation of fault sets.

single stuck-at faults is expressed as

F1

2

= (a0 + a1 + b0 + b1 + c0 + c1 +

a0 and a1 represent the stuck-at-0 and -1 faults,
respectively, at the net a. Other literals are expressed

where

F2 of double and sinFurther more, (F2
F1 ) gives

similarly. We can represent the set

Knight's Tour Problem

gle faults as (F1

Knight's Tour problem is the other famous combinatorial chess problem, which has 400 years long history.
The knight's graph contains n2 vertices representing the
squares of the chessboard and the edges describe the legal moves of a knight. A knight's tour is a closed path visiting each square of the chessboard exactly once. M. L
obbing
and I. Wegener[13] attacked the problem to compute the
number of knight's tours on 8 8 chessboard. They assigned a Boolean variable for each edge in the knight's
graph, in total 156 variables to represent all the edges. A
solution of knight's tour is represented by a 156-bit combination vector. If we succeed in constructing a ZBDD
for the set of all solutions, the number of knight's tour
can easily be counted. Unfortunately, the ZBDD is still
too large to solve it straightforwardly. They divided the
problem into two parts of the chessboad, and then constructed a kind of OBDDs for each sub-space. After
minute discussion for connecting the two sub-problems,
they succeeded in counting the exact number of 8
8
knight's tour.

2

2

In this application, each solution contains 64 edges
from the 156 edges. The ratio is about 40%, not very
sparse. We can expect that the bene t of ZBDDs is not

3 F1 ).

3

the set of three or fewer multiple faults. If we assume
exactly double (not including single) faults, we can calculate (F2

0

F1 ). In this way, the whole set U can easily
be described with unate cube set expressions.
After computing the whole set

U , we then propagate

the detectable fault set from the primary inputs to the
primary outputs. As illustrated in Fig. 18(a), two faults

x0

and

x1

are assumed at a net

x.

Let

tively, of the net-x. We can calculate

and

X0

be

X0

from

X

with

the following unate cube expressions:

X0
X0

= (X + (U=x1 )
= (X + (U=x0 )

The

3 x1 )%x0;
3 x0 )%x1;

when net-x is normally 0:
when net-x is normally 1:

rst expression means that: if net-x should be 0 in

x1 (stackare detectable but the multiple faults with

the normal circuit, the multiple faults with
at-1 at

x)

x0 (stack-at-0 at x) cannot be detected hereafter. The
second expression shows the other case similarly.
On each gate, we calculate the fault set at the output
of the gate from the fault sets at the inputs of the gate.

x and y ,
z , as shown in Fig. 18(b). Let X; Y; and
sets at x; y; and z . We can calculate Z

Let us consider a NAND gate with two inputs
and one output
be the fault

from

X

and

Y

by the simple unate cube set operations

as follows:

Fault Simulation
Takahashi et al.[29] proposed a fault simulation method
considering multiple faults by using OBDDs. it is a deductive method for multiple faults, that manipulates sets
of multiple stuck-at faults. It propagates the fault sets

Z
Z
Z

X \ Y;
= X 0 Y;
= X + Y;
=

x = 0; y = 0; z = 1 in normal circuit:
when x = 0; y = 1; z = 1 in normal circuit:
when x = 1; y = 1; z = 0 in normal circuit:

when

x = 0; y = 0, and z =
y must be inverted

from primary inputs to primary outputs, and eventually

The

obtains the detectable faults at primary outputs. Taka-

1 in the normal circuit, both

hashi et al. used ordinary OBDDs, but we can compute

to make

the fault simulation more simply by using ZBDDs based

included in

on unate cube set algebra.

third expressions shows the other cases.

First, we generate the whole set of multiple faults
that is assumed in the simulation. The set

X

the detectable fault sets at the source and sink, respec-

Z

so remarkable here.

:::);

F1

of all the

rst expression means that: if

z

x

and

= 0. Therefore, only the faults commonly

X

and

Y

can survive in

Z.

The second and

In this way, we can compute the detectable fault sets
by calculating those expressions for all the gates in the
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(a + bcde)
(cube) aabbccddee
a 1000000000
bcde 0001101001

circuit. Using unate cube set algebra, we can simply describe the fault simulation procedure and can execute it
directly by using ZBDD operations.
Unate cube set expressions are suitable for representing sets of combinations, and they can be eciently

a+bcde
0 a 1
1 a
0

manipulated using ZBDDs. For solving some types of

1 b

combinatorial problems, ZBDDs are more ecient than

a+bcde
0

4 Multi-Level Logic Synthesis Using ZBDDs

b
0

Logic synthesis and optimization techniques have been

digital systems. In a cube set, each cube is formed by
a combination of positive and negative literals for input
variables. (We are speaking here of a binate cube set, different from the unate cube set discussed in Section 3.)

0
1 d

0 d

0

1
1 d
1 e

0
1 e

0
0
e 1 1 e
0
0
1
0

1

0

1 d
0

1
d
1
e
0
1

this

0
1 c

1

0

tant in logic synthesis systems and a lot of research in

1
0

1

0

recent years. Multi-level logic, Optimization is impor-

forms, and two-level logic) are used to represent Boolean

a

0
1 c

0 c
1 c

c

used successfully for practical design of VLSI circuits in

functions in many problems in the design and testing of

0
1 b

1

and in various other applications.

Cube sets (also called covers, PLAs, sum-of-products

0

1 b

0 b

set calculation is useful in developing VLSI CAD systems

4.1 Implicit Cube Set Representation

a

0

those using original OBDDs. We expect the unate cube

eld has been undertaken[23,14]. In particular, the
algebraic logic minimization method, such as MIS[2], is
the most successful and prevalent way to attain this optimization. It is based on cube set (or two-level logic) minimization and generates multi-level logic from cube sets
by applying a weak-division method. This approach is efcient for functions that can be expressed in a feasible
size of cube sets, but we are sometimes faced with functions whose cube set representations grow exponentially
with the number of inputs. Parity functions and fulladders are examples of such functions. This is a problem
of the cube-based logic synthesis methods.
As noted in previous sections, the OBDD-based technique[4] provided a break-through for that problem. The
implicit cube set manipulation method greatly reduces
the computation time and memory requirement. For such
applications, ZBDDs are especially suitable.
In this section, we discuss an application of ZBDDs
for multi-level logic synthesis. We rst de ne the operations of binate cube sets, and show a fast method[15] for
generating irredundant cube sets for given Boolean functions. We also describe the fast factorization method[19]
of the cube sets. These algorithm can be computed in a
time almost proportional to the number of nodes in ZBDDs, which are usually much smaller than the number
of literals in the cube set. In this method, we can quickly
generate multi-level logic from cube sets even for parity
functions and full-adders, that have not been possible to
handle when using the conventional algebraic methods.

1

OBDD

ZBDD

Fig. 19. ZBDD and OBDD for representing a cube set.

Figure 19 illustrates ZBDD-based representation of
a cube set of positive and negative literals. In this representation, we use twice number of input variables for
the two kind of literals.

var

and

var

never appear to-

gether in the same cube, and at least one should be 0.
The 0's are automatically suppressed by using ZBDDs.
This is the main advantage of using ZBDDs comparing
to ordinary OBDDs.
The basic operations for the binate cube set representation are the following:

;
1

\ "

the empty set. (0-terminal node.)

\ "

the set of only the tautology cube. (1terminal node.)

P .top

the input variable of the literal at the
root node.

P .and0(v ) appends literal v for each cube.
P .and1(v ) appends the literal v for each cube.
P .factor0(v ) selects the cubes including v, and then
delete v from each combination.
P .factor1(v ) selects the cubes including v , and then
delete v from each combination.
P .factorD(v ) selects the cubes not including v; v .
P +Q
the union set of P and Q.
P \Q
the intersection set of P and Q.
P 0Q
the di erence set. (cubes in P but not
in Q.)
P .cubes
P .literals

the number of cubes in

P.

the number of total literals in

P.
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GetISOP(f (X )): /* f (X ) : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1; dg*/
if (f (X ) always returns 0 or d) isop 0
else if (f (X ) always returns 1 or d) isop 1
else f
v one of variable in X
/* choose top variable in BDD. */
f1 (X ) f (X jv=1 ) /* X = X 0 fvg: */
f0 (X ) f 
(X jv=0 ) /* f1 ; f0 are cofactors of f . */
d
if (f1 (X ) = 1) ^ (f0 (X ) 6= 0)
f P (X )
f1 (X ) otherwise
/* fP must be covered by cubes with v . */
isopP GetISOP(fP (X ))
/* generates
 isopP recursively. */
d
if (f0 (X ) = 1) ^ (f1 (X ) 6= 0)
f N (X )
f0 (X ) otherwise
/* fN must be covered by cubes with v. */
isopN GetISOP(fN (X ))
/* generates
 isopN recursively. */
d
if already covered by isopP
f 1 (X )
f
1 (X ) otherwise

d
if already covered by isopN
f 0 (X )
f0 (X ) otherwise
( 0 if (f1(X ) = 0) _ (f0 (X ) = 0)
fD (X )
d if (f1 (X ) = d) ^ (f0 (X ) = d)
1 otherwise
/* fD must be covered by cubes without v; v . */
isopD GetISOP(fD (X ))
/* generates isopD recursively. */
isop v 1 isopP + v 1 isopN + isopD
0

0

0

0

0

11
cube
set

. cube
.
. set

cube
set

(a) Initial cube sets.

cube
set

(b) Final cube set network.

0

Fig. 21. Factorization of cube sets.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

where

isop

and

is one of the input variables. This expansion re-

v

represents the prime-irredundant cube set,

isop can be divided into three subsets conv , v , and the others. When v and v are excluded
each cube, the three subsets of isop1 ; isop0 and

veals that
taining
from

isopd

should also be prime-irredundant. Based on this

expansion, the algorithm generates a prime-irredundant
cube set recursively.
At

rst the program is implemented with linear list

0

0

0

0

representation of cube sets, but later it is remarkably

0

0

0

0

accelerated by using ZBDDs. The key technique is the

0

g

hash-based cache to store the results of each recursive
call. By checking this cache, we can avoid duplicate execution for the shared subgraphs in the ZBDD. The experimental result in the paper[19] demonstrates that the
practical benchmark circuits are

attened into cube sets

with billions of literals in only several minutes. Those

return isop

Fig. 20. Algorithm for generating prime-irredundant cube sets

Boolean functions have never been

attened by using

previous data structures. Since cube set is a basic mathematical model, ZBDD-based simpli cation method will
be useful not only for VLSI CAD but also for many other

Any cube can be generated by applying a number of

problems in computer science.

\and0" or \and1" to the 1-terminal node. Notice that the
intersection is di erent from the logical AND operation;
it extracts only the common cubes in the two cube sets.

4.3 Factorization of Cube Sets

These operations are simply composed of ZBDD operations, and their execution time is roughly proportional

In general, two-level logics can be factorized into more

to the size of the graphs.

compact multi-level logics. The initial two-level logics
are represented with large cube sets for primary output

4.2 Generation of Prime-Irredundant Cube Sets

functions, as shown in Fig. 21(a). When we determine

Cube set representation does not give unique forms of

and reduce the other existing cube sets by using a new

Boolean functions, and it is very important issue to

a good intermediate logic, we make a cube set for it
nd

the minimal or nearly minimal form for a given Boolean

intermediate variable. Eventually, we construct a multilevel logic that consists of a number of small cube sets,

function.

as illustrated in Fig 21(b). The multi-level logic consists

Minato[15] presented a fast algorithm to generate a
prime-irredundant3 cube set directly from a given OBDD.

the average, less than 10 variables out of hundreds are

This algorithm is based on recursive operator shown by
Morreale[21], and we call it Minato-Morreale algorithm.
The procedure is described in Fig. 20.
This algorithm is summarized in the expansion:

isop = v 1 isop0 + v 1 isop1 + isopd

Any one literal or cube cannot be deleted to keep the function.
Not always the minimum set but nearly minimum in most cases.
3

of hundreds of cube sets, each of which is very small. On
used for each cube set. They yield so sparse combinations
that the use of ZBDDs is quite e ective. Another bene t
of ZBDDs is that we do not have to

x the number of

variables beforehand. We can use additional variables
whenever an intermediate logic is found.
Weak-division (or algebraic division) is the most successful and prevalent method for generating multi-level
logics from cube sets. For example, the cube set expres-
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procedure(F=P )
f
if (P = 1) return F ;
if (F = 0 or F = 1) return 0 ;
if (F = P ) return 1 ;
Q cache(\F=P ") ; if (Q exists) return Q ;
v P:top ; /* the highest variable in P */
(F0 ; F1 ; Fd ) factors of F by v ;
(P0 ; P1 ; Pd ) factors of P by v ;
Q P;
if (P0 6= 0) Q F0 =P0 ;
if (Q = 0) return 0 ;
if (P1 6= 0)
if (Q = P ) Q F1 =P1 ;
else Q Q \ (F1 =P1 ) ;
if (Q = 0) return 0 ;
if (Pd 6= 0)
if (Q = P ) Q Fd =Pd ;
else Q Q \ (Fd =Pd ) ;
cache(\F=P ") Q ;
return Q ;
g

Fig. 22. Implicit weak-division algorithm.

procedure(F 1 G)
f
if (F:top < G:top) return (G 1 F ) ;
if (G = 0) return 0 ;
if (G = 1) return F ;
H cache(\F 1 G") ; if (H exists) return H ;
v F:top ; /* the highest variable in F */
(F0 ; F1 ; Fd ) factors of F by v ;
(G0 ; G1 ; Gd ) factors of G by v ;
H v (F0 1 G0 + F0 1 Gd + Fd 1 G0 )
+v(F1 1 G1 + F1 1 Gd + Fd 1 G1 ) + Fd 1 Gd ;
cache(\F 1 G") H ;
return H ;

g

Fig. 23. Implicit multiplication algorithm.

(Non-optimized)
Multi-level circuit
Variable ordering
OBDD
M-M algorithm
Prime-irredundant
implicit cube sets
Fast weak-division
(Optimized)
Multi-level circuit

Fig. 24. Basic ow of multi-level logic synthesizer.
As described in previous sections, the weak-division
operation can eciently be executed by using ZBDDs.
The algorithm for unate cube sets is already shown in
Section 3. Here we explain the division algorithm for
binate cube sets. The procedure is described in Fig. 22.
The basic idea is summarized as follows.
For the variable
sets

F

and

P

v = P .top (not use F .top), the cube

are factored into three parts as:

F
P

v F0 + v F1 + Fd
= v P0 + v P1 + Pd :
=

The quotient (f =p) can then be written as
(F=P ) = (F0 =P0 )

\ (F1=P1) \ (Fd =Pd ):

Each sub-quotient term can be computed recursively.
The procedure is eventually broken down into trivial
problems and the results are obtained. If one of the val-

ues for P0 , P1 , or Pd is zero, we may skip the term. For
example, if P1 = 0, then (F=P ) = (F0 =P0 )
(Fd =Pd ).
Whenever we

\

nd that one of the values for (F0 =P0 ),

(F1 =P1 ) and (Fd =Pd ) becomes zero, (F=P ) = 0 becomes
obvious and we no longer need to continue the calculasion

tion.

F

=

a b d+a b e+a b g+c d+c e+c h

can be divided by (a
variable

p,

F

b + c).

By using an intermediate

we can rewrite the expression:

=

p d + p e + a b g + c h p = a b + c:

In the next step,

f

will be divided by (d + e) in a similar

manner.
Weak-division does not exploit all of Boolean properties of the expression and is only an algebraic method.
In terms of result quality, it is not as e ective as other
stronger optimizing methods, such as the transduction

method[23]. However, weak-division is still important because it is used for generating initial logic circuits for
other strong optimizers, and is applied to large-scale logics that cannot be handled by strong optimizers.

In the same way as for the Minato-Morreale algorithm, we prepared a hash-based cache to store results
for each recursive call and avoid duplicate execution. Using the cache technique, we can execute this algorithm
in a time nearly proportional to the size of the graph,
regardless of the number of cubes and literals.

To obtain the remainder of division (F %P ) =

P (F=P ),

F

0

we need to compute the algebraic multipli-

cation between two cube sets. This procedure can also
be described recursively and executed quickly using the
cache technique, as illustrated in Fig. 23.

4.4 Implementation and Evaluation
Based on the above methods, Minato[19] implemented a
multi-level logic synthesizer illustrated in Fig. 24. Starting with non-optimized multi-level logics, the OBDDs
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5 Other ZBDD Applications

place

5.1 Processing of Petri nets
transition

Fig. 25. A Petri net.

p1

p3

p2

p4

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1
(b) Reachable marking set.

p5

(a) Initial marking.

Fig. 26. Reachable marking set for a Petri net.
0 p1 1
0 p2 1

0 p1 1
0

p2

1 0
p3

p3 1
0
0
1
p4
p4 1
0
0 1
p5 1
0 0

p2
1

p3
0

0
p3

1

0

1

p4 p4 1 0 p4 p4 0
0 1 0
1 1
p5
0
1

1

p3 p3
0 1 0

0 p4 p4
1 0
1
p5
1 0
1
1

0

ZBDD

1

p2

OBDD

Fig. 27. ZBDD and OBDD for the reachable marking set.

Petri nets[22] have been used to model various concurrent systems such as network protocols, asynchronous
circuits, nite state machines, etc. As shown in Fig. 25,
a Petri net consists of a nite set of places, a nite set
of transitions representing the ow relation, and a number of tokens representing the current state. A pattern
of tokens is called a marking.
Yoneda, et al.[31] proposed a method of manipulating the marking set of a Petri net using ZBDDs. Figure 26(a) shows the initial marking of an example of
Petri net. There are some choices of transitions, and
thus a number of markings are possible from this initial
state. The set of all reachable markings4 are enumerated
in Fig.26(b). This is a kind of set of combinations, and
it can be represented by ZBDDs. Figure 27 shows the
ZBDD and OBDD representation for the same reachable marking set. Since the marking sets often include
sparse combinations of tokens, ZBDDs are useful in this
applications. In the paper they present the algorithms
of computing the reachable marking sets using ZBDDs.
Their experimental results show that the reachable set
containing 900 million of markings can be represented
with 500k nodes of ZBDDs. The size ZBDDs are 2 or 3
times smaller than using original OBDDs, and the computation time can be reduced up to 30 times less.
5.2 Framework for Graph Optimization
O. Coudert[7] presented a framework for general graph
optimization problems based on ZBDD manipulation.

for the Boolean functions of primary outputs are constructed under a heuristic ordering of input variables.
Next the OBDDs are transformed into prime-irredundant
implicit cube sets. The cube sets are then factorized
into optimized multi-level logics by using the fast weakdivision method. The experimental results in the paper[19] show that we can quickly

atten and factorize

circuits, even for large-scale parity functions and adders,
that have never been

attened with other methods. The

program runs much faster than using previous methods,
and the di erence is remarkable (10 or 100 times faster)
when large cube sets are factorized. This result demonstrates the e ect of the implicit cube set representation.
ZBDD-based method greatly accelerates the logic synthesis process and enlarges the scale of the circuits to
which these systems are applicable.
There is still room to improve the results. The strategy of choosing divisors is another hard problem as well
as performing division. In addition, more strong division
method for implicit cube sets is worth investigating to
improve the optimization quality.

The framework can be used for the problems as follows.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Maximal cliques
Maximum
Minimum

k-cover
-covering

Maximum independent set
Minimum vertex cover
Minimum coloring
Minimum clique partition
Minimum clique cover
Minimum dominant set
Minimum edge dominating set

In the paper, he de ned a special operations of ZBDDs,
called NotSupSet, NotSubSet, AllEdge, MaxSet, and MaxDot, to improve the performance of solving these problems. These operations can be implemented with the basic operations of ZBDDs and executed eciently using
the cache technique. He also presented an example of
application to the routing problem in LSI CAD. This
framework will be useful for many combinatorial problems in various areas.
4 Here we consider only one-safe Petri nets, where at most one
token can exist at a place.
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Fig. 28. ZBDD-based polynomial representation.
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Fig. 29. Comparison of ZBDD-based method and BMD.

5.3 Manipulation of Polynomial Formulas
A polynomial formula is a basic model in mathematics.

BMDs[3], also discussed in the overview paper[9], can

Minato[18] presented a method for representing polyno-

also represent polynomials. One big di erence is that

mials using ZBDDs. It is similar to the cube set represen-

BMDs assume binary-valued variables, so BMDs can-

tation, except that they include higher degree variables

not deal with the higher-degree variables. Except for

and numerical coecients.

this di erence, the two representations are similar to

The basic idea is based on binary coding of higher
degrees and coecients. A variable

xk

can be broken

where

=

higher to lower position, the ZBDD becomes as shown in

x(k1 +k2 +:::+km ) = xk1 xk2 : : : xkm ;

Fig. 29(b). In this graph, the sub-graphs with the coef-

k1 ; k2 ; : : : ; km

are di erent powers of 2. In this
way, we can represent xk as a combination of x1 ; x2 ; x4 ,
n01
x8 ; ; x2 (0 < k < 2n ). Such combinations can be

111

dealt with eciently using ZBDDs. For example, a polynomial x5 + xy 3 can be written as x1 x4 + x1 y 1 y 2 . It can
be regarded as a cube set over

x1 ; x 4 ; y 1 ,

and

y2 .

The

formula, then, can be represented by using a ZBDD, as
shown in Fig. 28(a).
Numerical coecients can also be represented similarly. An integer

c (>

1) can be written as a sum of

powers of 2:

c = 2c1
where

tation for (4xy + 3x + 2y + 1). If we change the variable order such that the coecient variables move from

down into:

xk

each other. Fig. 29(a) shows the ZBDD-based represen-

c1 ; c2 ; : : : ; cm

c
+2 2 +

representation and the BMD can be transformed into
each other by changing the variable order.

6 Conclusion
In this article, we discussed the basic data structures
and algorithms of ZBDDs, and surveyed their applications. The ZBDD programs are now widely implemented
in many publicly available BDD packages, such as the

: : : + 2c m ;

CUDD[28], CAL-2.0[27], and the TiGeR[6] library.

are di erent nonnegative integers.

Then, regarding \2" as a variable, just like

cient variables correspond to the terminal nodes in the
BMD. This observation indicates that the ZBDD-based

x; y; z, etc., it

can be represented as a polynomial of variables with degrees. Consequently, we can represent a constant number
n01
n
c as a cube set over 21 ; 22 ; 24 ; 28 ; : : : ; 22 (0 < c < 22 )
using ZBDDs. For example, the constant number 300 =
28 +25 +23 +22 can be written as 28 +21 24 +21 22 +22 , and
represented by a ZBDD as Fig. 28(b). When the number is used for a coecient with other variables, we can

Here we summarize the four check points for using
ZBDDs e ectively.

{

Dealing with many input variables.
(Reduction factor is bounded by the number of in-

{
{
{

puts.)
Variables are regarded as zero in default.
Representing sets of \sparse" combinations.
(This is di erent from \sparse" sets of combinations.)
Containing a large number of combinations.
(Otherwise, linear-list representation is enough to use.)

regard the symbol \2" just as one sort of variable in the
formula. Figure 28(c) shows an example for 5x2 + 2xy ,

ZBDDs are suitable to the applications which satisfy the

which is decomposed into

above conditions. We should determine the property of

x2 + 22 x2 + 21 x1 y 1 .

In this method, we can compactly and uniquely rep-

data before choosing a type of OBDDs. Even for the

resent large-scale polynomials with millions of terms,

case where ZBDDs are suitable, just replacing the data

and can manipulate them in practical time. Construct-

structure is not enough to have the bene t of ZBDDs.

ing canonical forms of polynomials immediately leads to

We should consider a better sequence of operations for

equivalence checking of arithmetic expressions.

ZBDDs.

Shin-ichi Minato: Zero-Suppressed BDDs and Their Applications
When we use ZBDDs considering the above properties, the performance of programs can be improved in
terms of time and space, and programming will be easier
than using ordinary OBDDs. We conclude that ZBDD
is a useful option in the OBDD techniques, suitable for
some kinds of practical applications.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1
For a given (ordinary) OBDD, we reversely apply the
node deletion (S-deletion) rule to re-insert all redundant
nodes. After that, only the merging rule is e ective in
the OBDD. This type of OBDD is called quasi-reduced

OBDD[24, 30]. It is known that the quasi-reduced OBDDs are still canonical for Boolean functions under a
xed input domain and variable ordering. We then apply the zero-suppressed (pD-deletion) rule to the quasireduced OBDD, and obtain the completely reduced ZBDD.
In this process, we never create two identical nodes in the
same variable level because the merging rule is always
e ective. This implies that a ZBDD uniquely represents
a Boolean function if the input domain and variable ordering are

xed.

(Q.E.D.)

